Distributed Stream Processing (DSP) applications are increasingly used in new pervasive services that process enormous amounts of data in a seamless and near real-time fashion. Edge computing has emerged as a means to minimise the time to handle events by enabling processing (i.e., operators) to be offloaded from the Cloud to the edges of the Internet, where the data is often generated. Deciding where to execute such operations (i.e., edge or cloud) during application deployment or at runtime is not a trivial problem. In this work, we employ Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) to reassign operators during application runtime. Experimental results show that RL and MCTS algorithms perform better than traditional placement techniques. We also introduce an optimisation to a MCTS algorithm, called MCTS-Best-UCT, that achieves similar latency with fewer operator migrations and faster execution time. In certain scenarios, the time needed by MCTS-Best-UCT to find the best end-to-end latency is at least 33% smaller than the time required by the other algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Society is increasingly instrumented with sensors integrated to mobile phones, Internet of Things (IoT), and in systems for monitoring operational infrastructure, transportation and precision agriculture. These sources provide continuous data streams gathered and analysed by Distributed Stream Processing (DSP) applications that extract information required for decision making in near real-time.
A DSP application is often structured as a directed graph or dataflow whose vertices are operators that execute a function over the incoming data and edges that define how data flows between the operators. A dataflow has one or multiple sources (i.e., sensors, gateways or actuators); operators that perform transformations on the data (e.g., filtering, projection, and aggregation); and sinks (i.e., queries that consume or store the data). Traditionally, DSP applications were conceived to run on clusters of homogeneous resources or/and on the cloud. In a traditional cloud deployment, the whole application is placed on the cloud to benefit from virtually unlimited resources. However, processing all the data on the cloud can introduce latency due to data transfer between data sources and cloud servers. Edge computing is an attractive solution for performing certain stream processing operations as many edge devices have non-trivial compute capacity and are often geographically closer 1 to where the data is generated.
The task of scheduling operators of a DSP application on computing resources is generally referred to as operator placement; a problem that is exacerbated when considering the joint exploration of cloud and edge devices as assigning operators to heterogeneous resources has proven to be NPhard [1] . Moving operators from cloud to edge devices is also challenging due to limitations of devices and network latency. Existing work proposed several techniques to address the operator placement problem [2] , some of which consider only cloud [3] , [4] , and others that consider edge computing [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . In previous work, we considered the placement of applications with feedback loops (i.e, data sinks/actuators at the edge) onto cloud and edge resources [10] .
Although the initial placement is important, operators may need to be reconfigured during an application life-cycle due to variable load conditions or device failures. The solution search space for operator reconfiguration can be enormous depending on the number of operators, streams, resources and network links. Moreover, in addition to improving the application end-to-end latency, it is important to minimise the number of operator migrations due to the time required to transfer operator state and code.
Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) have been used to tackle problems with large search spaces and states [11] , [12] , performing at human-level or better in games such as Go. In the present work, we model the operator reconfiguration problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and investigate the use of RL and MCTS algorithms to devise reconfiguration plans that improve the end-to-end latency of DSP.
Hence, the main contributions of this paper are: data events; • a performance evaluation comparing the RL and MCTS algorithms to traditional strategies used to compute the placement of DSP operators; and • a domain optimisation that improves the search time of a MCTS-UCT algorithm. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II presents background information on Markov decision processes and reinforcement learning algorithms. Section III describes the system model and the optimisation problem for reconfiguring data stream processing applications. The proposed solutions are introduced in Section IV. The experimental setup and performance evaluation are presented in Section V. Section VI discusses related work, whereas Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
This section describes background on Markov decision process and reinforcement learning algorithms.
A. Markov Decision Process
A Markov Decision Process (MDP) provides a decisionmaking framework where an agent makes decisions by interacting with a simulated environment over a number of steps. An MDP often comprises a set of environment states S including the initial state s 0 and a terminal state s |S|−1 , where each state s has a set of possible actions A(s) and a reward function R(s). At a non-terminal state, the agent picks an available action and interacts with the simulated environment to determine the state and reward for the next step.
The goal of solving an MDP is to determine the mapping from states to actions (i.e., policy), which maximises the reward. When the transition model and reward function are available, dynamic programming easily solves this task. Otherwise, the concept of an iterative approach remains the backbone of most RL algorithms. These algorithms apply greedy approaches based on MCTS and/or Temporal-Difference Tree Search (TDTS) in order to keep track of state transitions when evaluating the application using the MDP framework and by applying mathematical approaches to balance exploration of new solutions and exploitation of good and well-known ones.
B. Reinforcement Learning Algorithms
Reinforcement learning algorithms such as MCTS, TDTS and Q-Learning are considered in this work for reconfiguring DSP applications. By using such algorithms, an agent (i.e., the scheduler) interacts with a simulated environment using a model described later in Section III and transitions along states that maximise the reward.
1) Monte-Carlo Tree Search: is a simulation-based search mechanism consisting of running a number of simulations and building a search tree with the results [11] . Each node n(s) of the search tree T represents a state s that has been seen during simulation. A node/state maintains a count N (s) with the number of times it has been visited, an action value Q(s, a) for each action a ∈ A(s) and a count N (s, a) with the number of times the action has been picked.
For each episode, the estimated value function can be updated with an incremental mean. A simulation or episode starts at the root state s 0 and is divided into two phases. First, when the state s t is found in the search tree, a tree policy is employed to select an action. Otherwise in the second phase a default policy continues the simulation until a terminal state. The simplest policy is greedy that selects max a Q(s, a) in the first phase and random actions during the second phase. MCTS attempts to approximate value functions from experience.
MCTS with a greedy policy can lead to inefficiencies by selecting actions among a small set, avoiding other actions after a few poor outcomes. The MCTS with Upper Confidence Bounds for Trees (MCTS-UCT) uses an optimistic approach in the face of uncertainty by giving a bonus that represents the uncertainty in the value of a state-action (i.e., explorationexploitation dilemma [13] ). The tree policy picks actions using the UCB1 algorithm [13] , which maximises an Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) on the action values. The policy tree selects the action a * that maximises the UCB value (C is a scalar exploration constant):
2) Temporal-Difference Tree Search: while MCTS needs to wait until an episode ends to update the node and action values, the basic implementation of Temporal Difference (TD), i.e., T D(0), waits until the next step and updates the values after transitioning to a new state s t and receiving the reward R(s t ). Since TD bases its update on an existing estimate, it is said to be a bootstrapping method. A TD variant that unifies TD and MCTS and allows for specifying the number of future states on which estimates are evaluated is T D(λ) where a large value for λ will eventually result in MCTS behaviour.
TDTS-Sarsa(λ) is a TD method that combines Sarsa(λ) and UCT algorithms. The general Sarsa derives its name from how the policy evaluation algorithm is structured. A state-action (s, a) pair yields a reward R and takes the execution to a new state, s , at which the policy picks action a , and the value of this transition is evaluated to Q(s , a ). Sarsa(λ) considers m steps of experience [12] .
3) Q-learning: is a learning algorithm where an agent tries to learn an optimal state-action transition policy based on state-action rewards that it receives by interacting with the environment [13] . The agent computes the return of stateactions, the so called Q-values, so that it picks actions that maximise the reward. With Q-values computed the value of state s is:
Action values are updated when transitioning from state s to s as follows: 
where α is the learning rate and γ is the discount factor [13] .
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
This section describes the system model for operator placement introduced in our previous work [10] and the reconfiguration problem tackled in the present paper.
A. System Model
The infrastructure is a graph 2 N = (R, L) where R is the set of compute resources in the cloud and/or at the edge sites and L comprises the logical links interconnecting the resources. A compute resource is a tuple r k = cpu r k , mem r k , where cpu r k is its CPU capability in MIPS, and mem r k is its memory capacity in bytes. A network link is a tuple l k↔l = bdw k↔l , lat k↔l , where k ↔ l represents the interconnection of resources k and l, bdw k↔l the bandwidth in bps, and lat k↔l the latency in seconds. The latency of resource k to itself (i.e lat k↔k ) is 0.
A DSP application is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) G = (O, E) of operators O that execute functions over the incoming data, and streams E of data events flowing between operators. Each operator is a tuple
i is the CPU requirement to handle an individual event, mem o i is the memory in bytes to load the operator, ψ o i is the ratio of number of input events to output events (i.e., selectivity), and ω o i is the ratio of the size of input events to the size of output events (i.e., data compression/expansion factor). The rate at which operator i can process events at resource k is denoted by μ i,k and is essentially μ i,k = cpu r k ÷ cpu o i . An event stream e ρ k→l ∈ E connects operator k to l with a probability ρ that an output event emitted by k will flow through to l.
The rate at which operator i produces events, λ out i , is a product of its input event rate λ in i and its selectivity ψ o i . The output event rate of a source operator depends on the number of measurements it takes from a sensor or a monitored device. Likewise, we can recursively compute the average size ς in i of events that arrive at a downstream operator i and the size of events it emits ς out i by considering the upstream operators' event sizes and their respective compression/expansion factors. 2 The graph is directed, with each link comprising two arcs, namely for download and upload. For the sake of simplicity, however, we represent links here as bidirectional.
A compute resource can host one or more operators. Operators within the same node communicate directly whereas internode communication is done via a communication service that serialises events to be sent to another node, as depicted in Figure 1 . Both operators and the communication service handle events in a First-Come, First-Served (FCFS) fashion and follow an M/M/1 queue model which allows for estimating the computation and communication times. The computation time stime oi,r k of operator i on resource k is given by:
while the communication time ctime i,k j,l for operator i placed on resource k to send a message to operator j on resource l is:
A mapping function M : O → R, E → L indicates the resource to which an operator is assigned and the link(s) to which a stream is mapped. The function mo i,k returns 1 if operator i is placed on resource k and 0 otherwise. Likewise, the function ms i→j,k↔l returns 1 when the stream between operators i and j has been assigned to the link between resources k and l, and 0 otherwise.
A path p i = o 0 , o 1 , . . . , o n−1 , o n is a sequence of n operators and n−1 streams, starting at a source o 0 and ending at a sink o n . The set of all possible paths in the application graph is P. The end-to-end latency L pi of a path p i is the sum of the computation time of all operators along the path and the communication time required to stream events on the path. More formally, L pi is:
B. Operator Placement and Reconfiguration Problem
Placing or scheduling a DSP application consists of finding a mapping M : O → R, E → L that minimises the Aggregate End-to-End Latency (AL) of all paths (Equation 8) that respects the resource and network constraints. A detailed description of all constraints is given in our previous work [10] .
As DSP applications are often long-running, during their life-cycle they can experience variable load requirements that change the working conditions of operators. Unlike the cloud, edge resources are often more constrained and less reliable, with higher failure rates. To preserve the application performance within acceptable bounds it is important to adjust the initial placement and conveniently migrate operators to available resources. Migrating operators can incur a cost regarding storing operator state, stopping an operator, migrating it and resuming it on a target resource. The present work focuses on finding a new mapping M : O → R, E → L or plan that improves the AL compared to the initial placement.
IV. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED RECONFIGURATION OF DSP APPLICATIONS
This section first details how the reconfiguration is modelled as an MDP. After that, it presents an extension to the Upper Confidence Bounds for Trees (UCT) algorithm, and a domain optimisation to sort operators to be migrated
A. The MDP for DSP Reconfiguration
In the MDP considered for reconfiguration, a state s ∈ S contains a mapping of operator/stream onto resource/link(s) (i.e., M : O → R, E → L), where s 0 is the mapping provided by the placement algorithm. At each state there are x possible actions where x is the number of computational resources available. The set of actions A(s) at state s comprises the possible migrations of an operator to another resource, or maintaining the current mapping.
We can simulate the expected AL of new states by applying the model in Section III. The reward R(s) of a state s is given by the reduction of its aggregate latency AL s compared to the aggregate latency AL s0 given by the original mapping:
By solving the MDP one obtains a policy π(s) : s ∈ S → a ∈ A(s) with the migrations needed to reconfigure an operator deployment. An optimal policy picks migration actions that maximise the reward and hence minimise the AL.
B. MCTS-Best-UCT
We propose a strategy that extends MCTS-UCT by storing the UCB value at each node and enabling a search for the best UCT node. The MDP reconfiguration model allows for making any node terminal as it contains a valid stream and operator mapping. Algorithm 1 depicts the MCT SBestUCT function that receives the current mapping s 0 , initialises the search mechanism and builds the tree. MCT SBestUCT is similar to MCTS-UCT, but with different function behaviours. T reeP olicy (line 9) returns the node with highest UCT value, whereas MCTS-UCT starts the search at the root and estimates the UCT values up to a new state n / ∈ T . Def aultP olicy (lines [15] [16] [17] expands and simulates f (s(n), a) for the new node n taking a random action from the input node. Backup (lines 19-23) includes and updates the UCB value for each node as well as the N (s) count and Q value.
C. Building a Deployment Hierarchy (DH)
The search space of the application reconfiguration can be large due to the number of available computing resources and application operators. DSP applications can be time-sensitive and have some sinks on the cloud while other sinks are placed on the edge, providing information to actuators or warning systems. When optimising the AL, one can assume Algorithm 1: The MCTS-Best-UCT algorithm. 1 Function MCTSBestUCT(s 0 ) 2 create root node n 0 with state s 0 3 while within computational budget: 4 n ←TreePolicy() 5 n , Δ ←DefaultPolicy(n) 6 Backup(n , Δ) 7 return BestChild() 8 Function TreePolicy(n) 9 return BestChild() 10 Function Expand(n) 11 choose a ∈ untried actions from A(s(n)) at random 12 add a new child n to n with s(n ) = f (s(n), a) and a(n ) = a 13 return n 14 Function DefaultPolicy(n) 15 n ←Expand(n) 16 Δ ← R(s(n )) 17 return n , Δ 18 Function Backup(n, Δ) 19 while n is not null: that operators that communicate only with data sinks on the cloud have less priority than operators that send data to sinks on the edge.
We propose a domain optimisation approach that sorts operators by their potential impact on aggregate end-to-end latency when assessing the application reconfiguration. The approach builds a hierarchy of region dependencies (i.e. downstream and upstream relations between regions) and ignores sources and sinks as we consider that their placement is user-defined and do not change. Hereafter called Deployment Hierarchy (DH), the approach identifies the split points used to build a deployment hierarchy of operators and determine which operators can be placed on the edge and which should be hosted in the cloud. This deployment hierarchy is used for sorting operators to build the MDP for reconfiguration, hence increasing the chance that operators with greater impact on AL, and that are likely to be moved to edge resources, are evaluated first.
V. EVALUATION
This section describes the experimental setup and results.
A. Experimental Setup
We use a framework built in house atop OMNET++ [10] to model and simulate DSP applications. We resort to simulation as it provides a controllable and repeatable environment. Our edge devices are modelled as Raspberry PI's 2 (RPi) (i.e., 4,74 MIPS at 1 GHz and 1 GB of RAM), and the cloud servers as AMD RYZEN 7 1800x (i.e., 304,51 MIPS 3 at 3.6 GHz and 1 TB of memory). The infrastructure comprises two edge sites with 20 RPi's each and a Cloud with 2 servers. A gateway interfaces each edge site's LAN and the external WAN (the Internet). The LAN latency is uniformly distributed between 0.015 and 0.8 ms with a bandwidth of 100 Mbps. The WAN latency is drawn uniformly between 65 and 85 ms, and bandwidth of 1 Gbps. The latency values are consistent with measurements carried out in previous work [14] .
We consider two applications with multiple data paths, shown as AppA and AppB in Figure 2 . The graphs were crafted using a Python library 4 and their orders are based on the size of RIoTBench [15] applications -a Realtime IoT Benchmark suite. Moreover, for each application we generated 15 different configurations by randomly varying: (i) the application input event size and rate; (ii) operators' selectivity, data compression rates, memory and CPU requirements; and (iii) the location of sinks and sources, except for the sink on the critical path (17 for AppA and 21 for AppB) which is always hosted on the cloud. The parameters were drawn uniformly from the ranges presented in Table I . All reported results for each application are averages values of these 15 different configurations.
The reinforcement learning algorithms consider an execution budget of 10,000 simulations. The considered metrics used to evaluate the algorithms performance are:
• latency improvement in (%), which represents the percentage of latency improvement under the given execu-tion budget of the MCTS algorithms and Q-Learning; • algorithm execution time (in seconds), the time required by each algorithm to complete the execution budget; • time to best latency (in seconds), the time required by the algorithm to find the best latency achievable under the allotted execution budget; • number of operator migrations needed by the devised plan to achieve the latency improvement; and • minimum AL (in ms) achieved when the simulations of the allotted budget finish.
B. Performance Evaluation
The entire application graph, except for sinks outside the critical path and data sources, are initially placed on the cloud. This is called the cloud-only placement. The algorithms are then evaluated under the following scenarios:
• Scenario 1: The MCTS algorithms, Q-Learning and MCTS-Best-UCT receive the cloud-only placement and run during the assigned execution budget in order to devise a reconfiguration plan that improves the AL. The algorithms are evaluated under two distinct cases, namely without DH and with DH. • Scenario 2: Consists of evaluating the minimum AL achieved the proposed solution and by state-of-the-art algorithms: cloud-only, Taneja's [16] , and RTR and RTR-RP that we proposed in previous work [10] ). We also evaluate the baseline approaches in MCTS-UCT, TDTS-Sarsa(λ), and Q-Learning -described in Section II.
Taneja's algorithm iterates each item of the application graph, organises the computational resources and gets the middle term resource considering the CPU capacity. RTR is a greedy algorithm that places operators incrementally by evaluating the end-to-end latency of paths, and RTR-RP explores application graph patterns and the location where the sink is assigned to optimise placement. RTR-RP is essentially RTR with DH. 1) Scenario 1: Figures 3 and 4 summarise the results on latency improvement and execution time of each algorithm for AppA and AppB, respectively. All algorithms substantially improve the AL, with improvements above 20% for both AppA and AppB. MCTS-Best-UCT achieves improvements that are similar to those obtained by the other algorithms. However, it requires less time to achieve such improvements, specially under the case without DH. MCTS-Best-UCT performs better because it needs to simulate only the next state s for obtaining the Q-value for bootstrapping, unlike the other algorithms that need to iterate until a terminal state. Moreover, the introduction of DH in the other algorithms improves their execution times, but they still remain higher than those achieved by MCTS-Best-UCT. Figure 5 shows the time required by each algorithm to find the best latency achievable under the allotted execution budget. MCTS-Best-UCT again provides the shortest time to best latency compared to the other algorithms. For AppA, the time needed by MCTS-Best-UCT is at least 64% smaller than the time required by MCTS-UCT -the best of the remaining algorithms without DH -and over 33% smaller than MCTS-UCT with DH. Overall, the introduction of DH improves the time to best latency of all algorithms. DH does not improve the time to best latency of MCTS-Best-UCT for AppB by much because the application has its latency improved by migrating most operators to edge resources (see Figure 6 ), which is discovered early on by the algorithms. From this point onwards, the gain brought by DH becomes negligible. Figure 6 summarises the number of operator migrations for AppA and AppB without DH and with DH. MCTS-Best-UCT requires fewer migrations than TDTS-Sarsa(λ) and MCTS-UCT. This is because it finds the operators that have the greatest impact on AL, mainly operators that are selective, and moves them to edge resources, which in turn reduces the amount of data transferred over the WAN. The other algorithms require the support of DH to perform similarly to MCTS-Best-UCT. However, as shown earlier, they have a higher execution overhead. Q-learning performs less mi-grations, but it has a very high execution time and small improvement in latency.
2) Scenario 2: Figure 7 summarises the results on minimum AL with and without DH. The RTR and Cloud-only are evaluated without applying DH because they consider the whole application dataflow. RTR-RP, as mentioned earlier, builds the DH as the algorithm optimises the number of operators to be reassigned. The results show that the RL approaches can improve and provide more stable operator reconfigurations regarding AL than the state-of-the-art. The reason is that RL algorithms balance exploration and exploitation of solutions. Also considering AL, MCTS-Best-UCT outperforms Taneja's algorithm and Cloud-only by over 25%, and RTR by over 15% without DH. With DH our proposed algorithm still outperforms RTR-RP by over 33%. When compared to the other RL algorithms, on average MCTS-Best-UCT reduces in average the latency in 19%. This improvement seems small, but needs to be considered together with the substantial reduction in algorithm execution time that it achieves as discussed in Scenario 1.
VI. RELATED WORK
Existing work proposes architecture to place certain stream processing elements on resources located closer to where the data is generated [17] , [7] or employs mobile devices for stream processing [18] , [19] . The problem of placing DSP applications onto heterogeneous hardware is at least NP-Hard as shown by Benoit et al. [1] . To simplify the placement problem, communication is often neglected [7] . Likewise, the operator behaviour and requirements are oversimplified using static splitting decisions as proposed by Sajjad et al. [5] .
Effort has been made on modelling the placement problem of DSP applications on heterogeneous infrastructure [9] using techniques such as Petri nets. Eidenbenz et al. [20] evaluated series-parallel-decomposable graphs to decompose the application graph and use an approximation algorithm to determine the placement. Taneja et. al. [16] offer a naive approach for deploying an application graph across cloud and edge while respecting a set of constraints.
Reinforcement learning [13] and MCTS have demonstrated great potential in addressing problems with large search spaces, such as the game of Go [11] . It has been used in addressing scheduling problems [21] , [22] and elasticity of DSP applications [23] . The present work considers RL and MCTS for addressing the problem of reconfiguring DSP applications on cloud-edge environments while minimising the aggregate end-to-end latency of processing graphs.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper explored the reconfiguration of data stream processing applications. It proposed the MCTS-Best-UCT algorithm to reconfigure the applications in order to minimise the aggregate end-to-end latency while reducing the number of required iterations in the simulations to create an episode. We optimise the number of operators to be reassigned by applying a method named Deployment Hierarchy, which prioritises certain operators and avoids reassigning those that only process and forward events to sinks on the cloud. We also compared the performance of Monte-Carlo Tree Search and Reinforcement Learning algorithms. Our solution was evaluated considering applications with generic application behaviours. We simulated reassigning application operators using our approach and compared it against state-of-the-art MCTS algorithms and Q-Learning. The results showed that our approach is capable of achieving similar or better latency improvement while being faster and requiring fewer operator migrations. In certain scenarios, the time needed by MCTS-Best-UCT to find the best aggregate endto-end latency under a given execution budget is at least 33% smaller than the time required by the other evaluated algorithms.
As future work we aim to investigate machine learning techniques to optimise the energy consumption, and the monetary and migration costs of reconfiguring data stream processing applications on a real cloud-edge infrastructure.
